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Abstract: Bragg gratings photo-inscribed in polymer optical fibers (POFs) 
are more sensitive to temperature and pressure than their silica counterparts, 
because of their larger thermo-optic coefficient and smaller Young’s 
modulus. Polymer optical fiber Bragg gratings (POFBGs) are most often 
photo-written in poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) based materials using 
a continuous-wave 325 nm HeCd laser. In this work, we present the first 
study about birefringence effects in POFBGs manufactured in different 
types of fiber. To achieve this, highly reflective (> 90%) gratings were 
produced with the phase mask technique. Their spectral response was then 
monitored in transmission with polarized light. Polarization dependent loss 
(PDL) and differential group delay (DGD) were computed from the Jones 
matrix eigenanalysis using an optical vector analyzer. Maximum values 
exceeding several dB and a few picoseconds were obtained for the PDL and 
DGD, respectively. An inverse scattering technique applied to the 
experimental data provided an estimate of the photo-induced birefringence 
value arising from the side fabrication process. The response to lateral force 
was finally investigated for various incident directions using the PDL 
response of FBGs manufactured in step-index POFs. As the force induced 
birefringence adds to the photo-induced one, a force dependent evolution of 
the PDL maximum value was noticed, with a good temperature-
insensitivity. 

©2015 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: (060.2370) Fiber optics sensors; (060.3735) Fiber Bragg gratings. 
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1. Introduction 

Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) were first photo-inscribed in polymer optical fibers (POFs) in 
the late nineties [1]. Since then, strong progress has been made and polymer optical FBGs 
(POFBGs) are now routinely manufactured, mainly using the phase-mask technique, either 
under static exposition [2–4] or with a laser beam scanning along the fiber axis [5–7]. 
Besides, the point-by-point technique has also been exploited to produce fourth order gratings 
[8]. POFBGs present several attractive features for sensing purposes. Compared to their 
counterparts produced in silica fibers, they are more sensitive to temperature and pressure 
because of the larger thermo-optic coefficient and smaller Young’s modulus of polymer 
materials [8–13]. While different polymer materials can be used to manufacture POFs [14–
19], poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is the most often encountered one. PMMA 
demonstrates absorption of moisture up to 2 w.t. %, so that PMMA FBGs can be used as 
humidity sensors [20], biochemical concentration sensors [21] or water detection sensors [22]. 

In this paper, we study for the first time birefringence effects in highly reflective POFBGs, 
allowing us to use them for temperature-insensitive transverse force sensing. In practice, 
birefringence arises from both the lateral inscription process and the application of a 
transverse force. Indeed, like in silica fiber, the exposition of a single side of a POF to an 
incident laser beam induces a small quantity of photo-induced birefringence that combines 
with the intrinsic fiber birefringence and leads to polarization effects within the grating [23]. 
The birefringence causes the orthogonal polarization modes (so-called eigenmodes) to 
experience different couplings through the grating [24]. The resulting transmitted spectrum is 
then the combination of two overlapping spectra, offset in wavelength by typically a few 
picometers but otherwise identical. Birefringence is revealed by the fiber’s polarization 
properties, such as polarization dependent loss (PDL) and differential group delay (DGD). 
Their maximum values depend on the grating physical parameters and on the birefringence 
value and can reach several dB and several tens of picoseconds, respectively [25]. These 
properties impair data transmission at high bitrates but they can be advantageously exploited 
for transverse force sensing, yielding intrinsic temperature-insensitivity [26]. In this work, 
they were both computed from the Jones matrix eigenanalysis method using an optical vector 
analyzer (OVA CTe from Luna Technologies). For this, POFBGs were UV-glued to silica 
fibers for measurement in transmission with polarized light. The photo-induced birefringence 
resulting from the side inscription process was estimated for three types of POFs (step-index, 
microstructured and high-birefringence microstructured) thanks to a numerical adjustment of 
the experimental curves by an inverse scattering program. The purpose here is not to study the 
effect of the writing parameters (laser power, inscription time, fluence, etc) on the 
birefringence value but rather to figure out, for standard inscriptions parameters, what is the 
degree of birefringence typically induced by the side writing process. We show that it can 
reach 10−6-10−5, depending on the fiber type. 

Finally, the response to lateral force was investigated for gratings written in step-index 
POFs. Since transverse forces induce mechanical birefringence in addition to the photo-
induced one, a drastic change of the PDL was noticed, depending on the orientation of the 
transverse force with respect to the FBG eigenmodes. A maximum sensitivity of 2.5 dB/N 
was reached, which can be readily measured. In our experiments, we focus on small 
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transverse force values, for which the FBGs eigenmodes overlap and cannot be easily 
processed to find the birefringence value from their wavelength separation. 

This first study on birefringence effects in POFBGs paves the way to further sensor 
developments (magnetic field or current sensing, plasmonic generation with fiber gratings, 
etc…) where the monitoring of polarization properties bring a superior sensitivity compared 
to classical read-out techniques. 

2. Fiber characteristics and FBGs photo-inscription 

Three types of PMMA-based POFs were used in this work, as shown in Fig. 1. Step-index 
POFs were supplied by the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The cladding (diameter: 150 
µm) is in pure PMMA while the core (diameter: 8.2 µm) is composed of PMMA doped with 
diphenyl sulfide (5% mole) and trans-4-stilbenemethanol (1% w.t.). Microstructured POFs 
(mPOFs) were produced at the Technical University of Denmark using undoped PMMA with 
a hexagonal structure of three rings in the inner cladding. The hole diameter is d = 1.87 µm 
while the pitch is Λ = 4.26 µm and the fiber has a diameter of 135 µm. This means that the 
mPOF has a relative hole diameter of d/Λ = 0.44 and is endlessly single-moded [27]. High-
birefringence mPOFs (diameter ~400 µm) were also investigated. They were purchased from 
Kiriama, Australia. As depicted in Fig. 1(c), there are two very large holes in the 
microstructured region of this fiber and a tiny bridge of PMMA between them. This bridge is 
so narrow that it does not permit light propagation. As a result, the modes are localized at both 
ends of the bridge where its thickness is greater. The diameter of the small holes in the 
microstructured cladding vary in the fiber cross-section in the range of 2-6 µm. Large holes 
have elliptical shape with axes measuring 14 × 17.5 µm and the separation between the 
centers of the cores is about 11 µm. 

 

Fig. 1. Cross-section images of POFs used in this work: (a) step-index PMMA POF, (b) 
microstructured PMMA POF and (c) highly birefringent microstructured PMMA POF (zoom 
around the fiber center). 

5-6 mm long FBGs with high reflectivity were photo-inscribed with a helium-cadmium 
laser emitting at 325 nm with the scanning phase mask technique, using the set-ups described 
in [28,29]. Step-index POFBGs were manufactured at the University of Mons using a He-Cd 
laser Kimmon IK5751I-G with an output power of 30 mW at 325 nm and a beam width of 1.2 
mm. mPOFBGs were fabricated at Aston University using a He-Cd laser Kimmon IK3301R-G 
with similar characteristics. 

POF sections were then UV-glued (Norland 78) at both sides of the grating with 8° angled 
silica fiber connectors for measurement in transmission. The index matching UV-glue 
prevents Fabry-Perot cavity effects while angled connectors avoid unwanted Fresnel 
reflections. To obtain measurements in transmission with polarized light, we have used an 
optical vector analyzer (OVA CTe from Luna Technologies), offering both a high wavelength 
resolution (1.25 pm) and fast scanning rate (less than 1 s to analyze a range of a few tens of 
nm). The PDL and DGD curves were computed from the Jones matrix using the 
eigenanalysis, as done in [26,30]. Gratings and connecting fibers were secured to avoid 
unwanted polarization fluctuations. 
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The photo-induced birefringence value was then estimated through a numerical fit of the 
experimental evolutions, using an in-house developed inverse scattering program based on the 
Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [31]. The transmitted amplitude spectrum was first adjusted 
to get the FBG physical parameters (length, grating period and refractive index modulation). 
Note that the two former were a priori known from the writing process. With these values, the 
PDL and DGD curve were reconstructed and the birefringence value was optimized to 
minimize the difference between experimental and simulated evolutions. 

3. Photo-induced birefringence in UV-induced FBGs 

3.1 Step-index POFBGs 

Figure 2 depicts the insertion loss, PDL and DGD spectra (blue curves) of a 6 mm long FBG 
written in the step-index POF measured by the OVA. The scanning rate of the laser beam 
along the phase mask axis was 3 µm/s. By measuring the transmitted amplitude spectrum, the 
maximum reflectivity has been computed to be 97%. The maximum value of PDL is equal to 
0.9 dB above the noise level. Out of the rejection band, the PDL should lie around 0 dB. The 
latter is close to 0.8 dB, which is essentially due to the splices. As for uniform FBGs written 
in silica fiber, the PDL spectra exhibit two main peaks of nearly equal amplitude. They appear 
at wavelengths corresponding to the edges of the rejection band. Indeed, it has been shown 
that for FBGs, the PDL is equal to the ratio of the two grating eigenmodes [26]. Hence, the 
PDL is minimum at the Bragg wavelength (where both x and y spectra are equal) and 
maximum at the edges (where the difference in amplitude between the x and y spectra is the 
maximum). Similar to gratings produced in silica fibers [30], the DGD curve exhibits four 
main peaks. The maximum value of DGD is 3.3 ps above noise level. 

 

Fig. 2. Transmitted spectrum, PDL and DGD for a 6 mm long step-index POFBG: 
experimental profiles (blue curves) and numerical fit (red curves). 

Figure 2 also depicts the numerically reconstructed spectra (red curves) and confirms a 
relatively good agreement with the experimental curves. It is worth mentioning that the non-
zero PDL value outside of the rejection band has been taken into account in the reconstruction 
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process as an extra PDL value, which is not attributed to the photo-writing process. A 
discrepancy between experimental and simulated spectra is noticed mainly for the right-hand 
PDL and DGD peaks, which is attributed to the spectral deformation of the rejection band on 
that side. The numerical reconstruction yields a birefringence value estimated to 7.2 × 10−6 ± 
0.5 × 10−6. 

3.2 mPOFBGs 

Similar measurements were conducted for the two types of mPOFBGs used in this work. 
Figure 3 depicts the transmitted spectrum, PDL and DGD curves of a 91% reflective grating 
(5 mm in length) manufactured in the regular endlessly single-mode mPOF depicted in Fig. 
1(b). Here, the maximum values of PDL and DGD are 4.8 dB and 9 ps above noise level, 
respectively, showing that photo-induced birefringence is also present for this mPOF, with an 
even higher value than for step-index POFs. It is worth mentioning that the irregular evolution 
at the left side was observed for highly reflective gratings only. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the 
reflected spectrum of a slightly reflective grating, without asymmetric response. The spectrum 
degeneracy rises with the reflectivity and is attributed to the concentration of the refractive 
index modulation to one side of the fiber cross-section, rather than being symmetrical about 
the center axis. The numerical adjustment of the main resonance (red curves) was conducted 
as explained above and yields a birefringence value estimated to be 3.0 × 10−5 ± 0.1 × 10−5. 
This higher value (~4-fold enhancement compared to step-index POF) is attributed to the 
microstructured nature of the fiber, which creates more photo-induced defects during the UV 
illumination and consequently induces more form birefringence. 

 

Fig. 3. Transmitted spectrum, PDL and DGD for a 5 mm long mPOFBG: experimental 
evolutions (blue curves) and numerical fit (red curves). 

Finally, polarization measurements were also conducted for gratings manufactured in the 
high-birefringence mPOF depicted in Fig. 1(c). Here, the pristine fiber birefringence is such 
that both orthogonal polarization modes are sufficiently spaced for reliable measurement with 
polarized light. Figure 4 depicts the insertion loss of a 5 mm long FBG corresponding to the 
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slow and fast axes of the mPOF as well as the corresponding PDL curve. The wavelength 
separation between both peaks (which corresponds to 2ΔnΛ where Δn is the birefringence 
value and Λ the grating period) has been computed to be equal to 910 pm. It yields a 
birefringence equal to 8 × 10−4, which is typical for polarization maintaining optical fibers. 

Measurements have been conducted on other gratings, displaying similar birefringence 
values as the ones reported above. Hence, these results reveal that standard photo-inscription 
parameters yield significant photo-induced birefringence in PMMA, which further depends on 
the fiber morphology. 

 

Fig. 4. Orthogonally-polarized insertion loss and PDL for a 5 mm long FBG in highly 
birefringent mPOF. 

4. Transverse force measurement with step-index POFBGs 

It is known that a transverse force brings linear birefringence, which is spectrally manifested 
by an increase of the PDL and DGD maximum values, up to saturation [26]. The saturation is 
obtained for birefringence values such that the orthogonally-polarized rejection band do not 
overlap anymore. In the following, we make use of the PDL curve for transverse force sensing 
purposes. We focus in practice on small transverse force values, for which the transmitted 
amplitude spectra cannot be reliably used to evaluate the birefringence value, due to the 
strong overlap between the orthogonally-polarized spectra. The experimental set-up used to 
load the optical fiber is sketched in Fig. 5. It is similar to those used in [32,33]. Two step-
index POFs with and without grating, respectively, were placed parallel and pressed between 
two 20 mm long metal plates, which avoided the tilt of the loading area. The loads were 
applied and varied on the top of the plate. We focus on small transverse force values to 
highlight the influence of the force direction with respect to the grating eigenmodes on the 
sensitivity. For this, the fiber containing the FBG was oriented thanks to a pair of rotative 
clamps from 0° to 360° by step of 15°. The 0° direction roughly corresponds to the plane 
perpendicular to the laser incidence plane during the photo-inscription (the later was 
identified by tapes placed on the POF sample, at each side of the FBG). For each angle, 
measurements were done for increasing and decreasing transverse force values in the range 
[0-0.75N]. The PDL maximum value was then computed as a function of the transverse force 
value. 
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Fig. 5. Sketch of the experimental set-up used for transverse force test. 

Figure 6 depicts the evolution of the PDL maximum value for a 6 mm long FBG as a 
function of the transverse force for two orthogonal orientations yielding opposite behaviors, 
namely 90° and 180°. At 90°, the PDL is linearly increasing, as the transverse force direction 
coincides with the laser incidence plane, resulting in birefringence increase. The opposite 
trend is obtained at 180°, where the form birefringence created by the transverse force value 
in the investigated range compensates the photo-induced birefringence. The sensitivities 
obtained for increasing and decreasing transverse force values are quite similar. A linear 
regression of the raw data yields a maximum PDL value sensitivity equal to 1.70 dB/N ± 0.20 
dB/N and a minimum one equal to - 0.27 ± 0.08 dB/N. The standard deviation on the 
measured PDL value for each force measurement is equal to ~0.05 dB and is caused by the 
fluctuations of the OVA. 

 

Fig. 6. Change of the maximum PDL amplitude for increasing and decreasing transverse force 
values applied along the two directions providing opposite behaviors. 

Figure 7 further highlights the effect of the transverse force orientation on the sensor 
sensitivity. To obtain this figure, the load was gradually applied and the spectra 
simultaneously monitored for each fiber orientation with respect to the transverse force 
direction. The different sensitivities were then computed by a linear regression, as shown in 
Fig. 6. As expected due to the limited investigated range of transverse force values [34,35], 
the sensitivity shows an angular dependence versus the relative orientation of the optical fiber, 
with a periodicity equal to 180°. The maximum values are obtained for the 90° and 270° 
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orientations. They are equal to 1.75 dB/N and 2.57 dB/N, respectively. A difference of 
sensitivity (40%) is obtained between the two extrema. As illustrated in Fig. 6, it is attributed 
to the side writing process that leads to a stronger change of the refractive index for the fiber 
side facing the UV laser than for the opposite side. The maximum sensitivity is obtained when 
the load direction perfectly coincides with the laser incidence. 

Obviously, for force values above a few Newton, a positive slope in the PDL shift versus 
force is obtained whatever the force orientation. It results from the fact that the mechanically-
induced birefringence is always higher than the photo-induced one. However, in this case, the 
wavelength splitting between orthogonal polarization modes is such that the measurement can 
be based on its monitoring and the PDL (or DGD) spectrum does no longer bring a superior 
sensitivity. 

 

Fig. 7. Sensitivity of PDL shift versus transverse force in the range 0°-360° for a 6 mm long 
FBG in step-index POF. The sketches show the relative orientation of the applied force with 
respect to the laser incidence. 

Finally, the temperature influence on the PDL maximum value was investigated for the 
step-index POFBG used above. It was placed inside an oven whose temperature can be 
controlled with an accuracy of 0.1 °C. The maximum temperature investigated in this work 
was 45 °C. Figure 8 demonstrates that the PDL value varies slightly with temperature for the 
unloaded POFBG. A linear regression yields a sensitivity of only - 0.007 dB/ °C with an 
uncertainty of 0.008 dB/°C, which is in good agreement with the previous works conducted 
on silica fibers [26,36]. Hence, temperature-insensitive measurements are possible with such 
sensors. 
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Fig. 8. PDL amplitude variation versus temperature in the range [25-45 °C]. 

5. Conclusion

In this work, we have used highly reflective FBGs written in PMMA-based POFs to 
investigate photo-induced birefringence effects arising from a standard fabrication process 
based on the use of a UV He-Cd laser emitting at 325 nm. The photo-induced birefringence 
was estimated from a numerical reconstruction of the polarization dependent loss and 
differential group delay spectra using an inverse scattering method. For step-index POFs, 
photo-induced birefringence effects are comparable to those obtained in silica fibers. They are 
superior in microstructured POFs, essentially due to their morphology that makes local 
birefringence effects more susceptible to happen during the side illumination process. Finally, 
the response to lateral force was investigated by measuring the maximum PDL evolution of 
step-index POFBGs. For small force values, it was demonstrated that the sensitivity depends 
on the relative angle between the photo-induced birefringence axis and the transverse force 
direction, which induces mechanical birefringence. A maximum sensitivity of 2.57 dB/N has 
been obtained, with a good temperature-insensitivity (< 3% error for a 10 °C variation). This 
first study of birefringence effects (both photo-induced and mechanically-induced) in 
POFBGs paves the way to other sensor developments, in various fields such as the 
measurement of magnetic field or current, plasmonic generation with metal-coated gratings, 
etc. No doubt that in these fields, the metrology of the FBG’s polarization properties will 
bring a superior sensitivity compared to standard measurement techniques based on the 
recording of the amplitude spectrum. 
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